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DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONTROL OF HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
IN THE PRESENCE OF STATE CONSTRAINTS 
BORJS S. MORDUKHOVICH1 and JEAN-PIERRE RAYMOND2 
Abstract. We study optimal control problems for hyperbolic equations (focusing on the mul-
tidimensional wave equation) with control functions in the Dirichlet boundary conditions under 
hard/pointwise control and state constraints. Imposing appropriate convexity assumptions on 
the cost integral functional, we establish the existence of optimal control and derive new nec-
essary optimality conditions in the integral form of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle for 
hyperbolic state-constrained systems. 
Key Words. Optimal control, Hyperbolic equations, Dirichlet boundary controls, State con-
straints, Integral maximum principle. 
AMS Classification. Primary 49K20, 49J20, Secondary 93C20, 35L20. 
1 Introduction 
This paper is devoted to the study of optimal control problems for state-constrained 
hyperbolic equations with controls in Dirichlet boundary conditions. We pay the main 
attention to the following problem governed by multidimensional wave equation. Given 
an open bounded domain n c !RN with the boundary r of class C2' we consider the 
problem of minimizing the integral functional 
J(y, u) =In ¢(x, y(T))dx + k g(x, t, y)dxdt + h h(s, t, u)dsdt 
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for a fixed time T > 0 over admissible pairs (y, u) satisfying the wave equation with 
control in the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
Ytt- b.y = f in Q: = Qx)O, T[, 
y=u onE:= rx)O, T[, (1.1) 
y(O) =Yo, Yt(O) = YI in Q 
subject to the pointwise control and state constraints 
where f E L1(0,T;H-1 (Q)), Yo E L2 (!1), and YI E H-1 (!1) are given functions. This 
optimal control problem is shortly described by 
inf{ J(y, u) I (y, u) satisfies (1.1), u E Uad, y E C}. (P) 
The assumptions on the initial data of (P) will be listed and discussed in Section 2. 
It is well known that optimal control problems with pointwise state constraints 
belong to one of the most challenging and difficult classes in control theory. Quite 
recently, growing interest to such problems for parabolic equations has been taken in 
[2, 3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13); see also the references therein. Much less has been done for 
hyperbolic systems. Some control problems for the wave equation in the presence of 
state constraints are considered in [5, 15, 14) for distributed controls. We are not 
familiar with any results on boundary control problems for the wave equation and/or 
for other partial differential equations of the hyperbolic type. 
Note that there are essential differences between parabolic and hyperbolic sys-
tems. One of the most principal one is that hyperbolic equations generally exhibit 
less regularity. It is well known, in particular, that solutions y to the state equa-
tion (1.1) only belong to the space C([O, T]; L2 (Q)) (which makes the state constraints 
y E C c C([O, T]; L2 (Q)) to be meaningful) in compare with much higher regularity in 
the case of parabolic equations; see, e.g., [9, 11). We refer the reader to [5, 7, 8, 10) 
and their bibliographies for more discussions on other important differences between 
parabolic and hyperbolic systems. The lack of regularity does not allow one to apply to 
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hyperbolic boundary control problems the methods developed in the mentioned papers 
for the case of parabolic equations. 
In this paper we use a different strategy to derive necessary optimality conditions 
for the hyperbolic state-constrained problem (P). Our approach is based on a re-
duction of the original control problem (P) to an abstract optimization problem in 
Banach spaces with operator and geometric constraints of a special type corresponding 
to the structure of the given control problem. Then we apply to the abstract opti-
mization/abtract control problem a version of the Lagrange multiplier rule established 
in [1). The main task is to expressed the requirements of the abstract multiplier rule 
in terms of the initial data of the hyperbolic Dirichlet boundary control problem (P). 
To furnish this, we employ delicate regularity results for hyperbolic systems obtained 
in [7). The lack of regularity, in comparison with parabolic systems, is compensated 
by extra convexity assumptions. Indeed, we impose convexity of the functions in the 
integral cost functional with respect to both control and state variables, which is not 
requires in the parabolic case; cf. [11, 12). The assumptions made and the available 
regularity allow us to establish also the existence theorem for optimal controls in the 
original problem. Note that, although we present the main results only in the case 
multidimensional wave equation for the hyperbolic dynamics, the results obtained can 
be extended to more general hyperbolic equations with a strongly elliptic operator in-
stead of the Laplacian. This can be done in a similar way based on the comprehensive 
treatment of regularity issues for nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary-value problems 
conducted in the seminal paper by Lasiecka, Lions, and Triggiani [7) for second-order 
hyperbolic equations. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basis as-
sumptions imposed on the initial data and the formulation of the main results of the 
paper, which establish the existence ofoptimal controls and necessary optimality con-
ditions obtained in the integral form of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle for the 
state-constrained hyperbolic system. Section 3 is devoted to the appropriate notion 
of weak solutions to the hyperbolic state equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions, 
the existence and uniqueness of which is guaranteed by the regularity results of [7). In 
this section we also present the proof of the existence theorem for optimal controls in 
the optimization problem under consideration. 
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The remaining two sections concern the proof of necessary optimality conditions. A 
crucial part of this proof is the variational analysis of the adjoint system, the solution of 
which is understood in the appropriate weak sense. This is conducted in Section 4. The 
concluding Section 5 is based on this analysis and the hyperbolic regularity properties, 
which allow us to deduce the Pontryagin-type necessary optimality conditions for the 
original problem from a version of the Lagrange Multiplier Rule in an auxiliary abstract 
optimization/control problem in suitable Banach spaces. 
2 Basic Assumptions and Main Results 
Let us first recall some Notation that is mostly standard in this area. Denote by 
M([O, T]; L2 (0)) the space of measures on [0, T] with values in L2 (0), which is the 
topological dual of C([O, T]; L2 (0)). The topological dual of 
Co(]O, T]; L2 (0)) := {y E C([O, T]; L2 (f2)) I y(O) = 0} 
is denoted by Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)). It is well known that Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)) can be identi-
fied with the subspace of M([O, T]; L2 (0)) of measures J.l E M([O, T]; L2 (0)) such that 
J.Linx{O} = 0, where J-Linx{O} denotes the restriction of J.L to n x {0}. The same kinds 
of notation are used throughout the paper for other similar spaces. For z E L 2 (Q) we 
denote by Zt (respectively by zu) the derivative (respectively the second derivative) of 
z in the t-variable, in the sense of distributions on Q. 
Given a Banach space Z, the canonical duality pairing between Z and Z* is de-
noted by (·, ·)zxz•. For example, the duality pairing between C0 (]0, T]; L2 (0)) and 
Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)) is denoted by(-, ·)co(]O,T);L2(!1))xMb(]o,T];L2(n))· If y belongs to 
C([O, T]; L2 (0)) and J-L belongs to Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)), we still use the notation 
(y, J-L)c([O,T);£2(!1))xMb(]O,T];L2(!1)) for (y, JL)c([O,T);L2(!1))xM([O,T];L2(!1))' 
where jL is the extension of J-l by zero ton x {0}. The same abuse of notation is used for 
a measure J-L belonging to Mb(]O, T[; L2 (0)). When there is no ambiguity, we sometimes 
write(·,·) in place of(·, ·)zxz•. 
Since it is important to specify an appropriate regularity of solutions to boundary-
value problems for the equations considered, we often use expressions of the type 
(Y,Yt) E G([O,T];L2 (0)) x C([O,T];H-1(0)) is a solution to (1.1), in place of 
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y is the solution to ( 1.1). 
Next let us formulate the Basic Assumptions imposed on the initial data of the 
optimal control problem (P). 
(Al) For every y E ~. ¢(·,y) is measurable inn and ¢(·,0) belongs to L1(0). For 
almost every (a.e.) x En, ¢(x, ·) is a continuous, nonnegative, and convex function on 
R 
(A2) For every y E ~. g(·,·,y) is measurable in Q and g(·,·,O) belongs to L1(Q). For 
a.e. (x, t) E Q, g(x, t, ·) is a continuous, nonnegative, and convex function on~. 
(A3) For every u E ~. h(·,u) is measurable on 'E and h(·,O) belongs to L1('E). For 
almost every (s, t) E 'E, h(s, t, ·) is a continuous and convex function on~. Moreover h 
satisfies the following growth condition 
lul2 :::; h(s, t, u). 
(A4) The set Cis a closed and convex subset of C([O, T]; L2(0)) with nonempty interior, 
and Uad is a closed and convex subset of L2 ('E). We also suppose that the function 
(x, t) H Yo(x) belongs to the interior of C and that there is u E Uad satisfying Yu E C 
and J(yu, u) < oo for the corresponding solution Yu to the Dirichlet problem (1.1). 
(A5) For a.e. X En, ¢(x, ·) is of class C1 satisfying 
l¢~(x, y)l :::; C(1 + lyl) for some constant C > 0. 
(A6) For a.e. (x, t) E Q, g(x, t, ·) is of class C1 satisfying 
lg~(x, t, y)l :::; C(1 + IYI) for some constant C > 0. 
(A 7) For a.e. (s, t) E 'E, h(s, t, ·) is of class C1 satisfying 
lh~(s, t, u)l :::; C(1 +lui) for some constant C > 0. 
The assumptions made above seem to be natural for the optimal control problem 
under consideration. Probably the most restrictive assumptions involve the convexity 
of the integrands in the cost functional with respect to both control and state variables. 
While the convexity with respect to control variables happens to be unavoidable from 
viewpoints of the general existence theory in optimal control and variational analysis 
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involving weak convergences of control functions, the additional convexity with respect 
to state variables looks to be a specific feature of Dirichlet boundary control problems 
for hyperbolic equations to compensate the lack of regularity. 
Now we are ready to formulate the main results of the paper: the existence theorem 
and necessary optimality conditions. Note that the notions of solutions to the state 
and adjoint equations needed for these results will be rigorously clarified in Sections 3 
and 4, respectively. 
Theorem 2.1 (existence of optimal controls). Suppose that assumptions {Al}-
( A4) are satisfied. Then the optimal control problem (P) admits an optimal solution. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Section 3. 
Theorem 2.2 (necessary optimality conditions). Suppose that assumptions {Al}-
( A 7) are satisfied. Then for every optimal solution (Y, u) to problem (P) the following 
conditions hold: there are >.Em.+ and f..L E Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)) such that 
(.A,f..l) =j:. 0, (Jt,z- fj) ~ 0 for all z E C, (2.1) 
~ ( ~~ + .Ah~ (s, t, fi) )( u- u) dsdt ~ 0 for all u E Uad, (2.2) 
where p is the corresponding solution to the adjoint system 
Ptt - !::.p = .Ag~(x, t, y) + f-LIQ in Q = nx]O, T[, 
p=O on :E = rx]O, T[, (2.3) 
p(T) =Yo, Pt(T) = ->.¢~(x, y(T)) - !Linx{T} m 0. 
Moreover, if there exists (y, u) E Y x (Uad- u) satisftJing 
{ Ytt - !::.y = 0 in Q, y = u on :E, y(O) = 0, Yt(O) = 0 in n, and fj + y E intC, (2.4) 
then one can take >. = 1 in {2.2}-{2.3). 
Note that the integral condition (2.2) is formulated as a part of the minimum 
(not maximum) principle, which is more convenient in our framework. The proof of 
Theorem 2.2 is given in Section 5 with the preliminary analysis of the adjoint system 
conducted in Section 4. 
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3 Regularity of Weak Solutions and Existence of Optimal 
Controls 
Let us first recall the definition of solutions to the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
problem {1.1) for the wave equation appropriate to the purposes of this paper. The 
following notion of weak solutions meets our requirements. 
Definition 3.1 (weak solutions to the original system). A function (y, Yt) E 
C{[O, T); L2(0)) X C{[O, T); H-1 {0)) is a WEAK SOLUTION to {1.1) if one has 
k fzdxdt = fo ycpdxdt + (Yt(T),z0 )H-l(n)xH6{!"2) 
-(yt(O),z(O))H-1(!1)xH1(!1)- { y(T)z1 dx+ { y(O)zt(O)dx+ { aaz dsdt 
0 Jn Jn }'E. Vu 
(3.1) 
for all (cp,z0,z1) E L1(0,T;L2 (0)) x HJ(O) x L2 (0), where z solves the homogeneous 
Dirichlet problem 
zu - /j.z = cp in Q, 
z=O on 2:, (3.2) 
z(T) = z0 , Zt(T) = z1 in 0. 
The importance of the defined notion of weak solutions to the hyperbolic system 
(1.1) is due to the following fundamental regularity result established in [7, Theo-
rem 2.3), which ensures the existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of weak 
solutions to (1.1) on the initial and boundary conditions in appropriate Banach spaces. 
Theorem 3.2 {basic regularity). For every (f, u, yo, Y1) E L1(0, T; H-1 (0)) xL2 (2:) x 
L 2 (0) x H-1(0) the Dirichlet problem {1.1) admits a unique weak solution (y,yt) in 
C([O, T]; L2 (0)) x C([O, T]; H-1 (0)). Moreover, the mapping (f, u, yo, Y1) f--7 (y, Yt) is 
linear and continuous from L1(0,T;H-1 (0)) x L2 (2:) x L2 (0) x H- 1(0) into 
C([O,T);L2 (0)) x C([O,T);H-1 (0)). 
Theorem 3.2 pays a crucial role in further considerations of the paper. This theorem 
suggests us to introduce the space of admissible state functions, that is the space of 
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solutions to system (1.1) when (f,u,y0,yi) E L1(0,T;H-1(0)) x L2 (L:) x L2(0) x 
H-1 (0), as follows 
Y := { y E C([O,T];£2 (0))1 Yt E C([O,T];H-1 (0)), 
Ytt- t::..y E L 1 (0, T; H-1 (0)), Yi~ E L 2 (L:) }· 
Endowed with the norm 
Y is a Banach space. 
(3.3) 
Now based on Theorem 3.2 and standard results on the lower semicontinuity of 
integral functionals in weak topologies under the assumptions made, we justify the ex-
istence of optimal solutions to (P) by reducing it to the classical Weierstrass theorem 
in appropriate topological spaces. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By the existence and uniqueness statements in Theo-
rem 3.2, there is a minimizing sequence (yn, un) C C([O, T]; L2 (0)) x Uad in prob-
lem (P), where Yn is the (unique) solution to (1.1) corresponding to Un· Due to 
the growth condition in (A3), the sequence (un) is bounded in L2 (L:). Thus we 
suppose without loss of generality that ( un) converges to u in the weak topology of 
L2 (L:). Since Uad is closed and convex in (A4), one has u E Uad· It follows from 
the continuity statement in Theorem 3.2 that the sequence (yn, Ynt) is bounded in 
L00 (0, T; L2 (0)) x L00 (0, T; H-1 (0)), where Ynt stands for the derivative of Yn· Em-
ploying the above continuity, we conclude that (yn, Ynt) converges to (y, Yt) in the weak* 
topology of L00 (0, T; L2 (0)) x L00 (0, T; H-1(0)), where y is the solution to (1.1) cor-
responding to u. Invoking the closedness and convexity of C in (A4), one gets y E C. 
It remains to justify the lower semicontinuity of the cost functional 
J(y, u) ~ liminf J(yn, un) as n -too 
n--7oo 
for the above weak convergences of Yn and Un· But this follows from the classical results 
on the lower semicontinuity of integral functionals with respect to the weak topologies 
under consideration due to the crucial convexity assumptions in (A1)-(A3). Thus (y, u) 
is an optimal solution to the original optimal control problem (P). 
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4 Adjoint System 
Our final goal is to prove the necessary optimality conditions formulated in Theo-
rem 2.2. To proceed, we first need to clarify what we mean by solutions to the adjoint 
system in this theorem and then to establish some properties of adjoint trajectories 
allowing us to deduce the desired necessary optimality conditions for the hyperbolic 
control problem from an appropriate Lagrange Multiplier Rule for the auxiliary opti-
mization problem in Banach spaces. Given JL E Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)), consider the system 
Ptt - flp = ttiQ in Q = f!x]O,T[, 
p=O on~= rx]O,T[, (4.1) 
p(T) = 0, Pt(T~ = -ttlnx{T} in 0, 
corresponding to (2.3) with (.\,Yo) = 0, where ttiQ (respectively to ttlnx{T}) is the 
restriction of fl to Q (respectively n X {T} ). Observe that ttiQ belongs to the space 
Mb(]O, T[; L2 (0)), which is included in Mb(Q), and that ttlnx{T} belongs to L2(0). 
To define an appropriate notion of solutions to the adjoint system ( 4.1), suppose for 
a moment that (P,Pt) E L2(0, T; HJ(O)) x L2 (0, T; L2 (0)) and that Ptt -b.p, calculated 
in the sense of distributions on Q, belongs to Mb(Q). Then, following [13, Lemma 4.3] 
and using the divergence theorem, we can define the normal trace on bd Q for the 
vectorfield (-'Vp,pt) as an element of H- 112 (8Q). Moreover, denoting this normal 
trace by ··yvQ (-\7 p, Pt), we have the estimate 
where C is independent of p. This allows us to define Pt(O) as the restriction of this 
normal trace to f! X {0}, i.e., 
Thus we come up to the following definition of weak solutions to the adjoint system 
given in (4.1). 
Definition 4.1 (weak solutions to the adjoint system). A function (P,Pt) E 
L00 (0, T; HJ(O)) X L00 (0, T; £ 2(0)) with Ptt- b.p E Mb(Q) is a WEAK SOLUTION to 
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the adjoint system {4.1} if one has the equality 
- kp(O)yi dx + {Pt(O),yo)H-l(f!)xHJ(n) 
+(y(f, Yo, YI), J.L)C([O,T];£2(f!))xMb(]O,T];£2(!1)) - h Pf dxdt = 0 (4.2) 
for all(!, y0, yi) E L2(Q) xHJ(n) xL2(Q), where y(f, yo, YI) denotes the unique solution 
to the homogeneous Dirichlet problem in ( 1.1), i.e., 
Ytt- i:::.y = f in Q, 
y=O on 2:, (4.3) 
y(O) =Yo, Yt(O) = YI in Q. 
Let us observe that, since (P,Pt) E L 00 (0,T;HJ(O)) x L 00 (0,T;L2 (Q)), one has 
p E C([O, T]; L2 (Q)), and thus the term fnp(O)yi dx is meaningful. Furthermore, Ptt-
b.p E Mb(Q), and hence Pt(O) = rv0 (-\i'p,pt)lnx{o} is well defined in H-112(0) due 
to the discussion right before the definition. 
The next important result justifies the existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to 
the adjoint system (4.1) in the sense of Definition 4.1. Moreover, it provides additional 
regularity properties essential for the proof of the main theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 (properties of adjoint arcs). The adjoint system (4.1} admits a 
unique weak solution (P,Pt) E L00 (0, T; HJ (Q)) xL00 (0, T; L 2 (Q)). Moreover, Pt belongs 
to BV([O,T];H-1 (0)), 
8p 
av = rvo ('\i'p, -pt)IE belongs to L 2 (2:), 
p belongs to Cw([O, T]; HJ (Q)), and 
Pt(r) belongs to L2 (Q) for all r E {t E [0, T]l J.L(Q x {t}) = 0}. 
In particular, one has Pt(O) E L 2 (Q). 
Proof. First observe that if (P,Pt) E L00 (0, T; HJ (Q)) x L00 (0, T; L2 (Q)) satisfies (4.2) 
with J.l = 0, then p = 0. Thus system (4.1) admits at most one solution in the sense of 
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Definition 4.1. We need to justify the existence of weak solutions with the additional 
regularity properties listed in the theorem. 
Let (~tn) be a sequence in L1 (0, T; L2 (n)) satisfying the relations 
k JJ.n dxdt = ll~tiiMb(]O,T[;£2(f2))· 
Denote by Pn the (unique) solution to 
Ptt- b..p = 11-n in Q, 
p=O on 2:, 
p(T) = 0, Pt(T) = -p,lnx{T} in Q. 
Employing the result of [7, Theorem 2.1], we have the estimate 
(4.4) 
IIPnllux'(O,T;HJ(n)) + IIPntiiL00 (0,T;£2(f2)) +II~: IIL2(I:) + 11Pn(O)IIHI(f2) + 11Pnt(O)II£2(f2) 
:s; Cll~ti1Mb(JO,T];L2(n)) 
with a constant C independent of n. It follows from (4.4) that the derivative of Pnt 
with respect to t, in the sense of distributions on Q, can be represented in the form 
where 1r n is defined by 
(7rn, Yhoo(o,T;H-I(f2))x£I(O,T;HJ(f2)) := k \lpn \lydxdt. 
Thus the sequence (Pntt) is bounded in Mb(]O, T[; H-1 (0)), and hence the correspond-
ing one (Pnt) is bounded in BV([O, T]; H-1 (0)). Then there are p E L00 (0, T; HJ(n)) 
with Pt E BV([O, T]; H-1 (0)) and a subnet of (Pn) that converges top in the weak* 
topology of L00 (0, T; HJ (Q)) and such that the corresponding derivatives Pnt converge 
to Pt in the weak* topology of L00 (0, T; L2 (0)). Since the sequence ('Yvq(-\lpn,Pnt) is 
bounded in L 2 (8Q), we may also suppose the convergence 
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On the other hand, 'YvQ(-Y'pn,Pnt)inx{T} = t-tlnx{T}• and the sequence of 
is bounded in L2 (E). Thus 
8p 
'YvQ (Y'pn, -Pnt) 1~ ---+ 'YvQ (V'p, -pt)l~ = av and 
'YvQ (-Y'pn,Pnt)inx{O} = Pnt(O) ---+ 'YvQ (-Y'p,pt)lnx{O} = Pt(O) 
in the weak* topology of L2 (E) and L2 (0), respectively. 
Now passing to the limit as n ---+ oo in the equality 
-(Pn(O), YI) L2(n) + (Pnt(O), Yohr-I(n)xHJ(n) 
+(y(f, Yo, YI), f.tn)C([O,T);£2(n))xMb(]O,T);L2(n)) - (Pn, f) £2(Q) = 0, 
we conclude that (p,pt) is the desired weak solution to the adjoint system (4.1) satis-
fying all but the last displayed relations in the theorem. 
To prove the remaining property, we suppose that t-t(O x { t}) = 0 for some t E [0, T]. 
Then considering the normal trace of (-V'p,pt) on 8(0x]O,t[) as above, one gets that 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Finally in this section, we present a useful limiting consequence of Theorem 4.2 
that ensures a Green-type relationship between solutions of the adjoint system (4.1) 
and the original arcs belonging to the space Y of admissible state functions (3.3). 
Theorem 4.3 (Green formula). Given f.t E Mb(]O, T]; L2 (0)), consider the unique 
solution p to the adjoint system (4.1}. Then for every admissible state function y E Y, 
the adjoint arc p satisfies the following Green formula 
(y, t.t)c([O,T);L2(n))xMb(]o,T);L2(n)) - (p, Ytt - b.yh=(o,T;HJ (n))x £I (O,T;H-1 (n)) 
= -In y(O)pt(O) dx + (Yt(O),p(O)) H-1 (n)xHJ(n)- ~ y ~~ dsdt. (4.5) 
Proof. As proved in Theorem 4.2, the above Green formula holds for the solutions Pn 
to the approximating adjoint system (4.4). Passing there to the limit as n ---+ oo, we 
arrive at the required result (4.5). 
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5 Proof of Optimality Conditions 
This section is devoted to the proof of our main result formulated in Theorem 2.2. 
We employ the following strategy: reduce (P) to a general optimization problem in 
Banach spaces for which necessary optimality conditions are known, and then express 
the latter optimization result and its assumptions in terms of the initial data of the 
original control problem (P). This proof is essentially based on the specific results 
obtained in Section 4 for hyperbolic systems under consideration, which use in turn 
the regularity results of Theorem 3.2. The general optimization problem in Banach 
spaces, called the abstract control problem, is as follows: 
inf{I(z,n) I z E Z, 1l' E ITad, Gt(z,n) = 0, G2(z) E C2}, (CP) 
where Z is a Banach space, IT is a separable Banach space, ITad is a nonempty closed 
and convex subset of rr, Gt is a mapping from z X rr into a Banach space Zt, G2 is a 
mapping from Z into a Banach space Z2, and C2 is a closed and convex subset in Z2. 
As usual, we denote by z; the topological dual of Zi for i = 1, 2 with the canonical 
duality pairing(·,·) on z; X Zi. 
One can see that problem ( C P) involves infinite-dimensional operator constraints 
as well as geometric constraints given by convex sets. The variable z and 1l' play a 
role of abstract state and control variables, respectively, relating to each other via 
the operator constraint G1 (z, 1l') = 0. Necessary optimality conditions for general 
optimization problems of this type are known in the optimization theory. The following 
result given in [1] takes into account the specific structure of problem ( C P) and the 
convexity assumptions on the sets ITad and C2 that ensure a version of the Lagrange 
Multiplier Rule with maximization and minimization conditions over the convex sets 
involved in the problem. 
Theorem 5.1 (necessary conditions for abstract control problems). Let (z, 7i') 
be an optimal solution to (CP). Assume that I is Frechet differentiable at (z,1i') while 
G2 is Frechet differentiable at z, that Gt is strictly differentiable at (z, 7i') with the 
surjective partial derivative Giz(z, 7i'): Z --+ Z1, and that int C2 -::/= 0. 
Then there are adjoint elements (p, f..l, A) E Zi x Z2 x ffi.+ such that (A, f..l) -::/= 0 and 
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the following conditions hold: 
AI;(z, n)z + (p, G~z{z, n)z) + (JL, G~(z)z) = 0 for every z E Z, 
AI~(z, n)(1r- n) + (p, G~7rCz, n)(1r- n)) ;:::: 0 for every 1r E IIad· 
If in addition 
for some 1ro E (ilad - 7i') and zo E Z, then the above conditions aTe fulfilled in normal 
form, i.e., with >. = 1. 
Now we complete the paper by proving the formulated necessary optimality condi-
tions in the original control problem (P). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let (y, ii.) E Y x Uad be the reference optimal solution to 
(P). We are going to reduce (P) to the (CP) problem considering in Theorem 5.1. To 
furnish this, put: 
Z = Y, (z, 1r) = (y, u), II= L 2{L:), IIad = Uad, 
I(y, u) = J(y, u), G1 (y, u) = ( Ytt- !:::.y- f, Yb:- u, y(O) -Yo, Yt(O) - Y1), G2(y) = y. 
By assumptions {A5)-(A7) the cost functional J is Fnkhet differentiable at {Y, ii.), 
the mapping G1 is strictly differentiable at {Y, ii.), and one has 
J'{Y,ii.)(y,u) =In ¢~(x,y(T))y(T)dx+ kg~(x,t,y)ydxdt+ ~h~(s,t,ii.)udsdt, 
G~ {Y, u)(y, u) = G~y{Y, ii.)y + G~u{Y, u)u, G~y{Y,u)y = (Ytt- !:::.y, Yb:, y(O), Yt(O)), 
G~u(Y, ii.)u = (0, -u, 0, 0) for every (y, u) E Y x L2{l:). 
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Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that the linear continuous operator G~y{Y, u) 
is surjective from Y to L1(0,T;H-1(0)) x £ 2 (2:) x £ 2(0) x H-1(0). Thus all the 
assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. 
Applying the latter theorem, we find A E JR(+, (p, p, p, p) E L 00 ( 0, T; HJ ( 0)) x 
£ 2 (2:) x £ 2 (0) x HJ(O), and 1-L E M([O,T];£2 (0)) with (A,p,) =!= 0 satisfying the 
following conditions: 
k AcjJ~(x, y(T))y(T) dx + h Ag~(x, t, y)y dxdt + (p, Ytt- !:::.y) + h py dsdt 
+(P, y(O)) + (p, Yt(O)) + (Jt, Y)M([O,T];L2(!1))xC([O,T];£2(!1)) = 0 
for every y from the space of admissible state functions Y in (3.3), 
(5.1) 
(p,, z- Y)M([o,T];L2(n))xC([O,T];L2(n)) :=:; 0 for every z E C, (5.2) 
~ (Ah~(x,y,u) +fJ)(u-u)dx ~ 0 for every u E Uad· (5.3) 
It follows from (5.2) and (A4) that J-Linx{O} = 0, and thus J-L can be identified with a 
measure belonging to Mb(]O, T]; £ 2 (0)). Furthermore, Theorem 4.2 ensures the exis-
tence of the unique weak solution (p,pt) E £ 00 (0, T; H 1(0)) x DXl(O, T; £ 2 (0)) to the 
adjoint system (2.3). Then the Green formula ( 4.5) of Theorem 4.3 and the optimality 
condition (5.1) yield that 
(p + p, Ytt- !:::.y) + ~ (p- ~~)y dsdt + k (p- Pt(O))y(O)dx +In (p + p(O))Yt(O)dx = 0 
for every y E Y. Since the mapping y ---+ (Ytt- !:::.y, Ylr:, y(O), Yt(O)) is surjective from 
Y to £ 1(0, T; H-1(0)) x £ 2 (2:) x £ 2 (!1) x H-1(0), the above variational equality gives 
p = -p E £ 00 (0, T; HJ (0)), ~~ = p E £ 2 (2:), 
Pt(O) = p E £ 2 (0), and p(O) = -p E HJ(O). 
Thus optimality conditions (5.1)-(5.3) of Theorem 5.1 imply the desired optimality 
condition (2.1) and (2.2) of Theorem 2.2 with the adjoint system (2.3). Observe finally 
that the qualification condition (2.4) of Theorem 2.2 reduces to the one in Theorem 5.1, 
which ensures the normality A = 1 and ends the proof of the theorem. 
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